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‘Zine
In my New Media class, we were assigned to design a ‘zine about social media 
and how it has personally effected us. I have just learned how to use Pho-
toshop a few months prior. I completely immersed myself into this project, 
staying up until 6 am everyday for weeks over Spring break with no rests. I 
remember my mother walked in to my room one morning and was shocked I 
was still up. I loved designing this ‘zine.

Once graded, my professor called me out of the classroom to talk to me. 
As a usual quiet student, I was wondering how I would be in trouble. To my 
surprise, she told me she wanted to nominate me for the New Media Award 
where she chooses only one student per semester. I was shocked, and so hon-
ored. This was when I realized I had a talent and true passion for design. Even 
though I have created art my whole life, new media really found it’s way to 
my heart through this project.

“I love all the imagery you created; there is a 
clear design/content relationship. You’re ‘zine 
is visually exciting, yet there is overall 
cohesion. You clearly have a talent for 
design.”

- Professor Ferrero



























Album Covers

Creating these album cover designs for my favorite song 
seemed easy at first. However, I faced challenges with the ones 
using Adobe Illustrator, as I was still a novice. I was naive to 
think abstract art, converting sound to visuals, would be 
somewhat easy. It took me a while to come up with an abstract 
piece that avoided any resemblence to life.

When completed, I enjoyed the learning experience and felt 
excited to continue learning. The abstract, geometric designs 
were developed using Adobe Illustrator and the graphic designs 
were produced using Adobe Photoshop. The choice of text 
family was limited.

My favorite cover, the collage, was inspired by other 
Korean R&B album covers. I noticed a lot of darker-toned 
collages with unique images. Even the images where you can 
not see a picture, is a morphed image taken from the music 
video. I put a lot of thought and work into this album to make 
sure it was not just meaningless images meshed together as a 
collage.















Concert Brochure

Using Adobe InDesign, creating this mock brochure about an 
upcoming tour from a musical artist of our choice, was the 
next step of my album cover design. I loved the freedom of de-
signing something fitting to the musical artists’ and my’s style. 
The front cover is shorter in width so that the slip of the more 
vivid background image, all the way on the inside right side, 
matches up with the front cover’s. I enjoy creating simple, 
“sketchy”-looking designs.

This design was my own aesthetic derived from influences I 
nonticed during my study in Seoul, South Korea. I noticed 
minimalism is a very big point of interest and tried to 
incorporate it with my own love of it and a more sketched out, 
“unperfected” style.

My professor, who worked on the set of Sesame Street, 
allowed me to draw the title text instead of using text 
provided by Adobe. This gave me freedom to solidify the 
coherency.



Offonoff consists of the dynamic duo of South 
Korean singer, Colde and producer, 0channel.  

Debuted in 2016, they soothed ears with their relaxing 
R&B sounds. Offonoff is part of HIGHGRND label man-
aged by Tablo of the well-known South Korean hip-hop 
group, Epik High. Offonoff’s album, “Photograph” hit 
charts in the top 100s for Gaon Music Charts, a South 
Korean music chart which identifies the weekly top 
songs and albums. His work is becoming more recog-
nized as they work with more well-known artists such 

as Punchnello,  Rad Museum, Miso, and Tablo. 

COLDE          0CHANNEL 

0channel is also a DJ. He uploaded 
his work to Soundcloud and was 
discovered by Dean. He is also part 
of a hip-hop crew with Colde known 
as, Club Eskimo, where he raps and 
DJs. 

Colde is also a solo-singer 
making his debut in 2018 with the 
EP Wave. He was discovered by 
Dean, a renowned South Korean 
singer. He is skilled at singing, 
rapping, songwriting, and compos-
ing. This 25 year-old multi-talented 
artist is upcoming and gaining more 
popularity and recognition.

26 July 2019
Offonoff live

Jay Park
Anam-ro, Seoul, South 

Korea

27 July 2019
Offonoff

Jay Park
Gwanghwamun, Seoul, 

South Korea

28 July 2019
Offonoff live

Jay Park
Jamsil Stadium, Songpa-gu, 

Seoul, South Korea

4 August 2019 – 
6 August 2019
V Festival 2019

Offonoff, Mokyo, Locco, Jay 
Park, BTS, Dean, Jiwoo, 

and Halsey
Seoul, South Korea

8 August 2019
Offonoff live

Jay Park
Busan Park, Busan, South 

Korea

10 August 2019
Offonoff live
Jay Park
Daegu Stadium, Daegu, 
South Korea

12 August 2019
Offonoff live
Jay Park
Gangneung Ice Arena, 
Gangwon-do, South Korea

20 August 2019
Offonoff live
Jay Park
Bucheon, South Korea 

14 August 2019 – 
17 August 2019
Sarang Festival 2019
Offonoff, Locco, Dean, 
Punchnello, Jiwoo
Cheonan, South Korea

21 August 2019
Offonoff live
Jay Park
Gyeonggi-do, South Korea



“Let’s Remember This Moment”
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RUSS Poster

This poster was a crisis management plan for the popular 
Korean-American skincare brand, Glow Recipe. I conducted 
semester-long thorough research of different types.

Developing a crisis plan for a real company tested my skills and 
abilities to properly collect and analyze information. 
Throughout the semester, I conducted extensive primary, 
secondary, qualitative, and quantitative research. This, 
including a full report, was for RUSS (Rowan University Student 
Scholars Symposium). My Professor, actually from South Korea, 
chose mine to be a template for future students.

At the end, I am proud of my work as over time, my hypotheses 
(about customers) were correct without Glow Recipe even 
seeing my work. They became more involved with social 
media, listened to their customers, and developed a more 
exclusive feel.



Glow Recipe & Crisis Communication: Effectively Handling Unmotivated Employees and Earning Customers’ Loyalty
Ariel Tenebruso (Rowan U)

Introduction
Korean skincare has hit the market and is becoming increasingly popular in America. The Korean-inspired skincare company, Glow Recipe, which was created in 2014 by the CEOs, Sarah Lee and 
Christine Chang have been a catalyst in the growth. Upon researching further into the topic, I found that their employees are unhappy working for them and consumers are saying their products are a hit 
or a miss and pricey for the effectiveness. The purpose of this research is to examine how Glow Recipe reacts to employee complaints and how it advertises its brand.

Key Findings
Glow Recipe is facing issues in brand awareness and brand 
loyalty as well as employee motivation and trust. According 
to surveys, 27% (n=11) of people are aware of the brand. 
Complaints are due to high prices compared to effectiveness 
of product and strong scents. With a rating of 2.5 on 
glassdoor.com, Glow Recipe’s employees are unhappy 
working for them. There is a positive correlation between no 
communication from upper-level management and distrust, 
job dissatisfaction, and unmotivated  employees.

Literature Review
Crisis Communication is useful to know which problems are 
occurring, how and who to address apologies to, and plan a 
resolution in ways the audience can understand and respect. 
Without this, brand loyalty is lost.
Addressing Employee & Customer Concerns
Addressing Glow Recipe’s unhappy employees, they must 
acknowledge the concerns, plan how to cooperate in a fair way, 
show their commitment to the employee, and prove their knowledge 
in the industry to express credibility.

Credibility
There is controversy about the CEO’s credibility in the skincare industry. Most of 
their knowledge is from working in South Korea, a collectivist country yet run a 
business in America, an individualistic country. 
Advertisements on Social Media & Communication
Some of their ads can be misleading as they claim to show a noticeable difference in 
skin (i.e. soften, brighten, eliminate dark spots), while customers disagree to these 
claims on social media. Glow Recipe does not advertise enough resulting in a lack of 
brand awareness.

Hypotheses
1. There will be a positive relationship 

between one-on-one communication 
between employees and upper-level 
management and job satisfaction and 
motivation. 

2. There will be a positive relationship 
between more ads on social media 
continuing to personally acknowledge 
comments by consumers and customer 
loyalty.

Procedure: conduct a poll on Instagram. Create 
surveys according to relevant questions on 
opinions of the Glow Recipe and their products 
via Instagram, Reddit, and K-Beauty Amino 
App. Complete Content Analyses on employees 
via glassdoor.com Then, calculate positive and 
negative reviews differentiating from female to 
male, supportive consumers vs. unsupportive or 
unaware consumers.

Instruments: For sampling, conduct surveys
including snowball, simple random sample, and 
content analyses.
Participants: Targeted towards teens and young 
adults (aged 17-40 years old), who use social 
media and are interested in or use skincare. The 
content analyses were targeted towards the 
employees as well as some of the consumers. 
Participants were recruited voluntarily by 
completing polls and open-ended surveys

Discussion
In conclusion, Glow Recipe should emphasize a top-down approach and 
figure out ways to motivate their employees such as having one-on-one 
meetings at least once a week, and giving feedback while remaining 
supportive and professional. Lastly, they should work on gaining their 
customers’ loyalty by listening to what they want and performing such 
necessary actions. They should also be engaging with the customers more 
by providing more ads to allow for 2-way communication and brand 
loyalty.
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Glow Recipe Brand Awareness Survey

Have you heard of Glow Recipe? Do you like them?

Do you own any of their products?
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Newsletter

This newsletter was for my Publication, Layout, & design class. 
We were assigned to create our own business and design a 
newsletter using Adobe InDesign. I chose a skincare company. I 
struggle with writing too much, but still found a way to fit my 
copy while remaining organized and aesthetically-pleasing to 
the eye.

For this assignment, there was almost no freedom which was 
hard for me to accept as I am creative-minded, my vision was 
for something less crowded and cohesive. For example, I do 
not think it was necessary for every picture to have a caption. 
Overall, this helped me learn the basics of publication and 
layout.
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	 Don’t	miss	your	chance	to	be	one	of	the	first	to	indulge	in	our	
new	Daisy	Facial	Cleanser!	The	first	500	purchases	will	receive	a	free	
limited-edition	daisy-shaped	silicone	facial	cleanser	brush!	The	Daisy	
Facial	Cleanser	is	packed	with	all-natural	ingredients	your	skin	will	
love	you	for	with	a	mild	floral	scent	of	daisies.	Each	package	has	75	
ml	of	product	topped	off	with	a	cute	daisy-shaped	lid	and	ribbon.	The	
Daisy	Facial	Cleanser	will	launch	in	all	Aesthetics	Skincare	stores	
Friday,	March	8.	Prepare	your	skin	for	spring	by	making	it	glow	more	
radiant	than	the	sun!a

Starting	 Monday,	 April	 1	 until	
Sunday,	 April	 7,	 Aesthetics	

Skincare	Company	will	have	a	1+1	
Deal	on	ALL	products.	This	means	
you	 can	 buy	 one	 product	 and	 get	
the	other	same	product	 in	 the	 line	
completely	free!	We	want	to	show	
you	how	much	we	appreciate	your	
support	 and	 want	 to	 help	 your	
skin	transfer	to	the	spring	weather	
successfully	with	our	products.	You	
can	share	the	second	products	with	
friends	 or	 family	 or	 keep	 them	 all	
to	yourself.	With	our	wide	array	of	
facial	cleansers,	lotions,	emulsions,	
serums,	sun	blocks,	toners,	etc.,	we	
are	 sure	 you	 will	 find	 everything	
you	 need	 to	 survive	 the	 weather	
changes.	
Do	not	miss	this	limited-time	sale.a

	 We	only	think	it’s	fair	if	we	provide	our	incredible	products	all	
over	the	world.	That’s	why	we	are	opening	our	own	online	store.	There	
will	be	free	shipping	across	the	globe	for	purchases	$40	and	up.	No	matter	
where	you’re	from,	you	deserve	to	have	the	most	beautiful	skin	using	our	
Aesthetic	Skincare	products.	Each	purchase	will	receive	a	free	facial	mask	
from	our	line.	The	website,	www.aestheticsskincarecompany.com	will	
launch	Friday,	April	5	all	around	the	world.	We	want	to	do	our	part	in	
spreading	world	happiness	and	healthy	skin	to	every	person	who	wishes.	
For	your	first	purchase,	you	can	also	receive	a	20	percent	discount	if	you	
sign	up	for	our	completely	free	email	subscription.	Our	emails	will	not	
spam	you,	they	will	just	be	filled	with	amazing	deals	and	information	about	
our	products	and	upcoming	events.a

a a

New Product Launch

Feel whimsical in our new floral-scented Daisy Facial cleanser. Safe for all skin types!

Prepare your skin for Spring with 
all our floral scents

Limited-Time Sale

Opening Our Online Store



Aesthetics Skincare Company Newsletter 
is	published	every	month	by	talented,,	
skilled	writers	in	Manhattan,	New	York	
City	at	the	Auesthetic	Skincare	Company	
office	located	on	38	W	32nd	St.,	New	
York,	NY	10001

Editor:	Ariel	Tenebruso

	 Pamper	your	mother	with	our	amazing	complimentary	facial	
when	you	purchase	any	Aesthetics	Skincare	product	for	$25	or	more!	
Each	facial	will	last	15	minutes	long	using	our	most	effective	skincare	
products	to	treat	your	mother	how	she	deserves	—	like	a	queen.	The	
event	will	be	held	from	8	a.m.	-	7	p.m.	on	Mother’s	Day.	Walk-ins	are	
welcome.	We	have	a	large	staff	of	skincare	experts	and	estheticians	to	
serve	your	beautiful	mother	for	her	relaxing	day.	Give	you	mother	the	
perfect	gift	by	having	her	pampered	and	leaving	with	glowing	skin	and	
a	smile	on	her	face.	Aesthetics	Skincare	Company	is	honored	to	help	
your	hard-working	mothers	relax	and	feel	beautiful.a

	 For	the	month	of	June,	Aesthetics	Skincare	Company	will	be	collaborating	with	Pokémon	to	bring	
you	the	cutest,	most	effective	skincare	products.	We	asked	you	what	you	wanted,	and	we	listened.	The	new	
Aesthetics	Skincare	x	Pokémon	Line	will	launch	Friday,	June	7.	The	line	will	include:

•		An	adorable	Pikachu-shaped	facial	cleanser	ensured	to	remove	and	
pesky	makeup	and	keep	your	skin	clear.	Retailed	for	$15.

•		A	lovely	Eevie-shaped	facial	toner	that	promises	to	keep	your	skin’s	
complexion	even-toned.	Retailed	for	$15.

•		A	Pokeball-shaped	facial	moisturizer	filled	with	the	best	ingredients	
to	keep	your	skin	moisturized	and	protected	from	the	sun’s	harmful	
rays.	Retailed	for	$15.

•		Five	Pokémon-character	facial	sheet	masks	that	moisturize,	brighten,	
hydrate,	provide	anti-wrinkle	properties,	and	provide	anti-aging	
properties.	The	characters	include	Pikachu,	Snorlax,	Jigglypuff,	and	
Eevie.	Retailed	for	$10	each	or	all	five	for	$45.

Purchase	only	the	product	you	want,	or	the	whole	collection	all	together	for	$80	with	a	value	$90.	These	
products	all	contain	only	the	best,	healthiest	ingredients	to	ensure	your	face	stays	young	and	glowing	
this	summer.	Don’t	make	your	skincare	routine	boring,	reminisce	about	the	most	fun	times	about	your	
childhood	with	Pokémon	while	caring	for	your	face	with	the	Aesthetics	Skincare	x	Pokémon	Collection.a

This	 Friday,	 April	 19,	
celebrate	 getting	 your	 taxes	

done	 by	 spoiling	 yourself	 at	
Aesthetics	Skincare	Stores	with	
50	 percent	 off	 all	 products.	We	
know	 how	 stressful	 it	 can	 be	
to	 do	 your	 taxes,	 and	 this	 can	
cause	 major	 breakouts.	 This	
is	 a	 nightmare	 in	 the	 skincare	
industry.	That’s	why	we	want	to	
help	you	maintain	beautiful	skin	
with	 our	 Aesthetics	 Skincare	
products.	 They	 are	 ensured	 to	
keep	 your	 skin	 safe,	 healthy,	
and	 glowing	 even	 at	 your	most	
stressful	 times.	 Don’t	 let	 taxes	
ruin	 your	 skin,	 take	 advantage	
of	 our	 50	 percent	 off	 sale	 this	
Friday	 to	 prevent	 stress	 from	

winning	over	your	skin.a

a

a

Free Pokeball

Aesthetics Skincare x Pokémon Line Launching

Glow
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Show your appreciation for your mother with 
a pampering facial this Mother’s Day!

Mother’s Day Special
50 Percent Off 

Friday



AAF Plansbook
Perhaps the most daunting project I had to design. This was 
a semester-long project where a team of us had to research 
about Adobe Experience Cloud with very limited information as 
only fortune 500 companies have access and it is a somewhatt 
new program for omnichannel marketing.

We began as a team of 11 and then all of the girls quit except 
for me, bringing us down to 9 people. I became the leader which 
was easy for me as I am very task-oriented and since I grew up 
with brothers, I knew how to communicate better with just the 
guys. The research itself took the longest and was never 
completed to my satisfaction. We only had about 2 days to 
design everything to present to the AAF Summit. COVID struck 
and we all had to work remotely from home which was not 
easy when designing something as a team with only 1 person 
with experience. 

I was under immense pressure as I was th eonly one with design 
experience along with leading everyhting else about this ex-
tremely thorough project and my other 4 classes and finals. In 
all honesty,  I am not satisfied with my 
design work. However; given the time and my other roles, I 
think I worked efficiently and the best I could under the given 
circumstnces.

Side Note: I had the option to do this about a household item or compete 
in AAF which was warned by my 3 professors to be very stressful. I love 
a challenge and I wanted the experience, so I am happy with my 
decision.
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Executive Summary
Adobe has paved the way for modern visual design and creative work since 1982. This brand has consistently stayed 
at the top of the ladder amongst its competitors and continues to create new and innovative programs furthering their 
success. They are guided by core values that promote quality, creativity, and opportunity in everything they do.

Right now Adobe Experience cloud lacks awareness in the advertising tech solution market because potential   
consumers fail to see how the new technology can integrate current advertisements and provide longer relationships 
to consumers. Their competitors are considerably ahead in awareness with Apple having 4 million followers and  
Adobe having 654 thousand followers. We can see that while Adobe is extremely successful in many different   
categories, awareness is important to focus on.

In order to create awareness and an overall understanding of what Adobe Experience does, we will create a campaign 
focused on the word “Imagine”. Through this approach we can show our consumers that the sky’s the limit with this 
product. It will advance their advertising technology and produce staggering results which improve all media, screens, 
data and creativity. Everything a business needs for their advertising , all in one system.



IdentifyingIdentifying thethe
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 » Campaign Goals & Objectives
 » Situation Analysis
 »Approaches & Methods

Situation Analysis - Current UsersSituation Analysis - Current Users
Page 5

US Advertising Media Buyers 
enterprise companies or media 

agencies
with minimal annual digital and/
or TV advertising spend of $1M

Looking to gain new clients
and retain current ones

Interested in improved 
automation system

organizing their company

The people that are to use this product are mid-sized to large business-
es that spend $1M or more on digital advertising.  Going off of this, they 
must want to have an improved organizational/automation system that 
can help them with not only gaining new clients, but also retaining the 
ones they have.  A lot of what makes big businesses successful is not just 
getting new clients, but retaining the ones that they have. This system is 
designed for people that are within this mindset.



Situation Analysis - GeographySituation Analysis - GeographyPage 6

Top 10 DMAs
 » New York
 » Los Aangeles
 » Chicago
 » Philadelphia
 » Dallas-Fort Worth
 » San Francisco-Oakland-San Jose
 » Washington DC (Hagerstown)
 » Houston
 » Boston (Manchester)
 » Atlanta

Top 10 US Companies
 » Walmart
 » Exxon Mobile
 » Apple
 » Berkshire Hathaway
 » Amazon.com
 » UnitedHealth Group
 » Mckessonn
 » CVS Health
 » AT&T
 » AmerisourceBergen

• Media agencies with a revenue of $1B
• Starts advertising in Q1

Situation Analysis - Purchase CycleSituation Analysis - Purchase Cycle Page 7

Adobe’s customers are mainly targeting transparency, trust, and the ability to form long-term relationships with 
customers. They currently gained loyalty with 170 companies. Some of these include notarized brands like asos, Audi, 
CocaCola, Dior, ESPN, and the NFL (2020, Featuredcustomers). According to Adobe, software contracts run from 1-3 
years.
It is important to know the target audience to produce this effectively. With that said, their target audience is “ad-
vertising media buyers in US enterprise companies or media agencies with a minimal annual digital and/or TV             
advertising spend of $1M...an Enterprise is defined as a company with revenue exceeding $1B” (p. 1, Adobe and 
National Student Advertising CompetitionProprietary Material.2019-2020).  These types of companies look mostly 
for a competitive advantage, competitive parity, and regular business review among the three traits listed in the first 
sentence of this section. Adobe is of value to them by providing  cohesive analytics and real-time information about 
the customers’ clients by adapting to each case accordingly.

Currently: “unaided awareness: 5% (n = 1,000+ marketers/ advertising decision 
makers in the US)”. (p.7 Adobe and National Student Advertising CompetitionProprietary Material.2019-2020). 
Adobe hopes to raise this by 2% by the end of the campaign.

Adobe is a Global Market. The main target focus is with top media enterprises based in the U.S.

Amongst the 170 loyal customers, there is a 4.7 out of 5 star rating for overall customer rating. Just from these two 
testimonials (below), we can see the satisfaction of how well Adobe Experience Cloud works for these 
enterprises. They trust Adobe to deliver real-time analytics to gain long-term relationships with their customers. 
Overall, the subscription time depends on what services fit best for the company; however, it is the only adtech 
solution that offers omnichannel acces which results in cohesiveness and success.

“We needed a more compelling, consolidated, and consistent way 
to present Deloitte online through one umbrella site along with 
coordinated local sites to deliver meaningful experiences to all 

audiences worldwide” (2020, Featuredcustomers)
-Quintin McGrath, managing director of business solutions for Deloitte Touche 

Tohmatsu Limited (DTTL)

 “The numbers speak for themselves. Adobe has had a tre-
mendous impact on our digital marketing strategy” (2020, 

Featuredcustomers).
-Otto Rosenberger, CMO, of HostelWorld



Situation Analysis - SWOTSituation Analysis - SWOT
Page 8

STRENGTHSSTRENGTHS

OPPORTUNITIESOPPORTUNITIES THREATSTHREATS

WEAKNESSESWEAKNESSES

• Leader in brand safety and media quality

• Leader in Adtech

• The only omnichannel DSP

• Complete & integrated adtech solution

• Independence & transparency

• Creative tools & assets

• Offer free product trials 

• Sponsor events

• Cross-functional capabilities

• First mover advantage

• Google: Leader for search, analytics, & 

access to YouTube; primary competitor at the 

cross-channel level

• Amazon: desirable inventory; quick rising 

up-and-coming competitor

• Lack of awareness in market

• Low understanding of features &                   

  functions

• High-expense price point TheThe

AudienceAudience
 »Audience Insights
 » Target Profiles



Audience InsightsAudience InsightsPage 10

Business owners who already have some form of Adtech software in their business. 

Many believe that they do not need to switch.

Some feel like taking the time to learn would be too time consuming or difficult.

Adobe offers a personal trainer to mitigate these concerns

Wants a product that can establish long term   
relationships with customers and establish trust.

They want only the best product that’s offered to 
them. 

Owners of small businesses in Desginated Marketing Areas Like:

$1 billion
• NYC
• Seattle
• Dallas-Forth Worth

Who make:

58% Don’t know what omnichannel 
entails or what it truly does to 

help them

Target Profiles - Business Vision LeaderTarget Profiles - Business Vision Leader
Page 11

RESPONSIBILITIESRESPONSIBILITIES

• Communication Strategy

SKILL FOCUSSKILL FOCUS

• Triggers/oversees ad-tech buying process.
• Involved in setting business strategy
• Approves buying decision (sometimes CMO won’t be involved)
• Reviews and approves business case
• Assesses alignment with key strategic initiatives
• Serves as executive sponsor for vendors
• Sign-off required

• Management/Leadership • Marketing

LIKELY TITLESLIKELY TITLES

• CEO
• CMO
• CXO



Target Profiles - Advertiser/Media Buyer Decision MakerTarget Profiles - Advertiser/Media Buyer Decision MakerPage 12

RESPONSIBILITIESRESPONSIBILITIES

LIKELY TITLESLIKELY TITLES

• Defines many required  
 capabilities for RFP and fiit 
with business objectives

ROLE IN TECH PURCHASEROLE IN TECH PURCHASE

• VP
• Director of Advertising
• Digital Media

• Triggers/oversees ad-tech buying process.

• Plans media strategy and spend to engage target audiences with advertising  
experiences that drive business results

• Regularly reports on advertising campaign performance tied to business  
impact (sales, growth, acquisition or brand awareness)

• Compare benefits and features 
with competition or incumbent

• Leads in vendor evaluation 
process

Target Profiles - Media Agency Decision MakerTarget Profiles - Media Agency Decision Maker Page 13

RESPONSIBILITIESRESPONSIBILITIES

LIKELY TITLESLIKELY TITLES

• Decision maker/ facilitator 
of ad vendor selection process 
for every client ad campaign

ROLE IN TECH PURCHASEROLE IN TECH PURCHASE

• VP
• Account Director
• Account Executive
• Director of Account Strategy
• Client Strategy

• Develops media strategy and plan to support advertiser client’s business 
goals

• Understands target audience and where to find them at scale

• Negotiates with media owners/ publishers on buys for specific dates

• Executes media campaigns on behalf of clients

• Plays influential role in vendor 
evaluation process

• Defines many of required 
capabilities

• Compare benefits and   
features with competition,   
incumbent or in-house  
processes



Target Profiles - Advertiser PractitionerTarget Profiles - Advertiser Practitioner
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RESPONSIBILITIESRESPONSIBILITIES

LIKELY TITLESLIKELY TITLES

• Compare benefits of  
features with competition or 
incumbent

ROLE IN TECH PURCHASEROLE IN TECH PURCHASE

• Manager of Brand Advertising
• Media Planner
• Advertising Buyer

• Collects analytics data to identify audiences for targeting and to measure 
results of ad campaigns for TV, websites, OOH, etc..

• Executes the media plan and buys using ad tech or with agency to achieve 
branding or performance goals

• Optimizes ad campaigns for creative messaging, reach and frequency
• Keeps up with industry trends across targeting creative, consumer trends, etc

• Defines requirements
• Influencer/User

• Vendor evaluation

• Test-drives products

Target Profiles - Search PractitionerTarget Profiles - Search Practitioner
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RESPONSIBILITIESRESPONSIBILITIES

LIKELY TITLESLIKELY TITLES

ROLE IN TECH PURCHASEROLE IN TECH PURCHASE

• Director/ Manager of SEM/ PPC
• SEM Analyst
• Strategist
• Search Marketing Manager

• Paid search marketing across search engines to most efficiently meet perfor-
mance goals
• Coordinating content, design, social media, pay-per-click PPC/ SEM) marketing 
and other activities
• Managing offsite and onsite marketing projects and reporting on  perfor-
mance

• Attends meetings

• Reviews test results

• Influences others

• Approves budgets

• Makes decisions
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Unique Selling Proposition (USP)Unique Selling Proposition (USP)

Adobe Experience is the only independent advertising plat-
form that unifies and automates all media, screens, data, 
and creativity at scale. Through the use of A.I. and data 
tracking technology, the days of siloed media are finally 

over.

Adobe Experience is the only independent advertising plat-
form that unifies and automates all media, screens, data, 
and creativity at scale. Through the use of A.I. and data 
tracking technology, the days of siloed media are finally 

over.
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Creative StrategyCreative Strategy

“Imagine Adobe” aims to expand the ideas and campaign that can be created 
through the Adobe Experience cloud. With endless possibilities and endless reach 
that the Adobe experience offers. Expanding and helping with bringing every  
campaign to life.

Having the opportunity to reach high level advertising agencies and communicating to 
them directly. Explaining the importance of our omnichannel and AI technology could 

advance their campaigns. 



Page 20 Creative TacticsCreative Tactics

The Awareness building tactic for our high level Advertising 
Agencies is a 30-second video that will showcase the    
possibilities of the Adobe Experience Cloud. 

“Imagine Adobe” explores turning those great creative 
ideas into reality on every channel possible. Making mul-
tiple campaigns with ease and creating and distributing 
the ads faster than the competition.

Page 21MediaMedia

MEDIA PLANSMEDIA PLANS

Print Media: Forbes Magazine, Entrepreneur, Bloomberg Businessweek, 
Wired, Fortune, Wall Street Journal for their May or June issue to gain  
awareness for our expected launch in September

Traditional Media: 30 second Commercial with tagline: Imagine. Adobe

Digital Media:  Facebook, Youtube (Business and Tech Videos), Google, 
LinkedIn

Showcasing at the DIGITAL SUMMIT: digital education event for 
businesses & industry expo to connect with digital experts.

Showcase: We propose to show-
case Adobe Experience Cloud in 
the Digital Summit Expo which 
will be held in May 2020, at TAFE 
Queensland’s Southbank Campus.and  
in Seattle scheduled • July 29-31, 2020

With these objectives implemented we can profit and gain awareness with 
Experiecne Cloud and  meet our objective to be in the top 3 share of voice for 
earned media



Page 22 MediaMedia

COMPETITIONCOMPETITION

2 Branches of Competitors Analytical Marketing Softwares and Search engines

DSP: The Trade Desk, Media Math
 These are the analytical marketing softwares, comparable to Adobe Analytics.

Search: Kenshoo(manges search information across advertisements) Marin. 
These are comparable to Adobe Advertising

compromised Kenshoo’s  
spendings of their Q3 
2018 total spending37% $120M

Marin’s Spendings were 
$120 Million of their total 
$8 billion in 2019 Q2

Adobe does both segments of the competitors, as a true omnichannel

Page 23EvaluationEvaluation

1

2

3

4

Using Data collected and starting in the Second Quarter, we 
predict a linear increase in usage from 2019 to March 2020.

We can expect more clicks on Adobe.com/experience.cloud 

We can expect higher numbers in awareness and increase in 
media usage.

We predict the timing of awareness through print media to 
affect our Summit notoriety and digital media
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• https://www.featuredcustomers.com/vendor/adobe-experience-cloud/customers

• https://www.featuredcustomers.com/vendor/adobe-experience-cloud/testimonials

• https://www.dropbox.com/sh/fjef9iq549spnty/AABK_l5TV90piBTGj8f0oDQna/Clarifi-
cation%20Memos?dl=0&preview=NSAC+Team+Questions+to+Adobe+%233+Decem-
ber12_Answers_Final.pdf&subfolder_nav_tracking=1

• https://marketing-beta.adobe.com/resources/help/tnt/help/t_Targeting_Based_on_Ge-
ography.htm

• https://fortune.com/fortune500/

• 2020NSAC_Adobe_Case_Study_FINAL[1]

• Adobe_Advertising_Cloud_Partner_Playbook_Final[1]

• Adobe_Persona_Strategy_-_Advertisers[1]



I was working for a start-up Korean men’s skincare brand 
trying to reach the U.S. market. Although sometimes it was a 
bit challenging to commnicate, I always found a way to deliver 
exactly and more of what they asked of me. I loved the 
challenges and experience I accumulated.

These are a few of the social media posts I designed on my own. 
The brand identity was confidence, easy, fresh, innovative, and 
smart

Boldnine

“Actually very impressive work.”

- Yuri  Park





















As I began posting my work on my social media, people started 
inquiring about designs for their own businesses. So far, I have 
done some logos and album covers (one for an artist with a 
following of over 40K on TikTok, 225K listeners on Spotify, and 
over 2 million streams for one of their songs on Spotify). At 
first, it can seem complicated to give someone a design 
especially when they say they trust you with something that 
represents their entire company and is usually the first thing 
people see and always associate with them. With that said, I 
make sure to ask my clients related questions to be sure I know 
the style and feel they want.

I spend hours on designs until they are up to perfection or up 
to the clients’ needs and wants as if they were for my own 
business. I always create multiple versions for them to choose 
from and keep them updated on the process. I have never had a 
complaint and love completing this type of work.

Freelance

“Oh wow these are awesome!.”

- Stoneshire Productions

“These look dope! Thank you. This is perfect I knew you were 
good at this stuff so it was a no brainer to hire you for it.”

- Attack The SOC

“Woah. This one is fire.”

- CRSD









In my freetime, I am always working on my skills. I love to draw 
on my IPad and test my skills. My style is more minimalistic 
while still including many details and concepts. One of my 
signatures is not drawing peoples’ faces. I think it is 
fascinating how you can grasp a person’s emotions even 
without drawing their face. However, even if the viewer can 
not, they are able to perceive any emotion they want or are 
relating to at that moment.

Some of these were created back whenn I only had the tedious 
trackoad on my laptop and Photoshop, or more recently, where 
I use my IPad and Apple pen.

These are a few of my pieces.

Hobby















THANK YOU

@sketchingsarang sketchingsarang.wordpress.com
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